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Index code 
 

msg of length        bits. 
 
EC = bitwise XOR over indices of active (1) bits in msg (indices start at 1) 
 
example:   
  msg  = 0110110    (k=23-1) 
    indices   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
         2= 010     
         3= 011   
         5=   101   
         6=   110 
         EC= 010 
    
  transmission = 0110110010 
 
 
Note that:  there can be two different messages with the same EC, for example: 
msg1 = 0110110 
msg2 = 0100000 
both have EC= 010 
 
 
We saw that the distance of the code is d=2. 
 

 

 

Improvement: transmit EC twice. 

  
 

 

 d=3 

why? 

    , since there exist two codewords with hamming distance 3, for instance: 
cw1 = 0000000000000,  cw2 = 0100000010010   

    : 

We give two possible proofs for    : 

msg EC 

msg EC1 EC2 
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Proof 1: 
- A change of 1 bit in msg will cause a change in at least 1 bit in every EC, 

therefore, a total of at least 3 changes. The same goes for 1 change in one 
of the EC's – it inflicts at least 2 more changes. 

- 2 changes in msg cannot yield the same EC, so again we get at least 3 
changes. the same goes for 2 changes in the EC part. 

 
Proof 2: 
- Recall that two different valid codewords must differ in their msg part by at 

least 1 bit. 
- A change of at least 1 bit in the msg part will cause a change in at least 1 bit 

in every EC, resulting in a total of at least 3 changes in bits. 
 

Since d=3 we can fix 1 error. 
 
 
Decoding algorithm (including fixing up to 1 error) 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Which is true for the case of 2 errors? 

a) Our algorithm will never return the correct msg 
b) Our algorithm will sometimes return the correct msg 
c) Our algorithm will always return the correct msg 

 
The answer is b):  
 

Example for a wrong msg: mis-fixing when 2 errors in msg 
 

                    

      EC' = 2 5 = 010 101 = 111 
      So we'd conclude a single error at 111 = 7 
      and return 0010011 
 
 Example for correct msg: 2 errors in the same EC (we will return msg on line 3). 
 

improvement 2: add parity bit at the end. 

decode (trans = msg+EC1+EC2): 

1. compute EC ' from msg 

2. if EC ' = EC1 or EC ' = EC2          #if both True, then 0 errors 

3. return msg   # no error in data 

4. else:     # EC1 = EC2, single error in msg 

5. i = EC '   EC1   # or  EC2, doesn't matter. Index of error. 

6. return     with the i'th bit flipped 
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  d=4. 
 
Interpretation for the different scenarios (assume p is small, so we always prefer an 
interpretation with fewer errors): 
 

EC = EC1 = EC2 Parity OK #errors? 

True True 0 

True False 1* 

False True 2 

False False 1 

 
* if error was in parity bit 
 
 

 
How would 3 errors look like? 
 

EC = EC1 = EC2 Parity OK 

True**/False False 

 
** E.g. in this case: 

                

 
      Or when 3 errors in msg yield the same EC: 
      

                

 
 
 We might consider 3 errors as 1, and insert a forth error. 
 
f 

msg EC1 EC2 p 


